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one is the same, and this show presents a refined and powerful rendition of these
phenomenal gifts of nature.
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“The beauty of nature is unsurpassable.
inspiration to create.” – Conrad Jon Godly.
JD Malat Gallery is pleased to present
, a solo exhibition bringing together a
new body of work from Swiss artist Conrad Jon Godly. Born in Davos, Switzerland, Godly is
always seeking to capture the essence of his surrounding environment.
The exhibition represents a return to Godly’s favourite subject matter: the awe, terror,
beauty, and suspense of the mountains. Godly has titled this exhibition in defiance of those
who seek to pigeonhole him; yes, he has painted many mountains before, nevertheless, not
one is the same, and this show presents a refined and powerful rendition of these
phenomenal gifts of nature.
“I am painting the mountains again, hence the exhibition title
. All the more,
certain people may reduce me to a mountain painter, no matter, I will do it again for this
exhibition, only better.”
represents the culmination of 3 months of tireless effort, during which time
Godly poured all of his strength, passion, and experience into creating a series of paintings
that Godly confirms are the best he has ever painted.
Godly’s unique style is caught between abstraction and representation. His paintings are
never illustrations or portraits of specific mountains, instead Godly is painting the emotional
relationship that he has with them. Few artists operate in this way, and Godly is a master at
it. In representing his memory, the landscapes are distorted, viewed from experience and
gnarled by history, leading the pictures into abstraction. Some, such as
,
are barely disguised brushstrokes that sweep up to the snowy peaks of these imagined alps.
In this way, Godly is able to display the most dominant aspects of his surroundings, certain
in the impact it will leave on the viewer.
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in the impact it will leave on the viewer.
From afar, the paintings appear photographic, with their realistic depictions of reflections
on pure white snow. This is because of the 17 years Godly spent as a photographer before
turning to the brush, which has gifted him an innate knowledge of light and composition. As
a result, he gives light priority in his painting, masterfully manipulating the paint to give the
impression of blinding sunlight or total darkness.
Godly’s understanding of nature’s essence allows him to create a narrative that becomes
progressively darker. Firstly, there are his paintings of light. These canvases are his most
photographic, flooded with blue and white; light emanates from the pictorial plane. Your
eyes are pushed to the brilliant heavenly cloudless skies, you can feel the crisp air against
your skin, they are full of the promise brought by a new dawn. With the whole world having
been locked down, shut inside, lacking a stable reality, Godly answers these difficult times
with grand canvases of hope.
Next come his works concerned with mist. These works deal mostly in more pastoral greens
and greys, split by a ravine that rushes through the centre. The landscape becomes more
threatening, the power of the mountain looms ominously. These paintings demonstrate
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There is a purity to Godly’s work. Painting what is true to himself, painting within himself,
painting only what he really knows. “My work is very meditative. That is the most important
factor. And I work very fast,” he says. As Philip Maier states in ‘Conrad Jon Godly, Works +-’,
“internalising these mountains has been the painterly exercise [Godly] has submitted
himself to”. In internalising the mountains, he gets closer to his goal, and finds purpose for
being.
“I think the search for the essence is an eternal search,” Godly says, “…maybe it is also the
search for the self, and this constant search until death is maybe the meaning of life.”
Conrad’s control and technique, fostering unease and uncertainty in the mist at the top of
the painting down to the sharp-edged brushstrokes that sit at the bottom.
Finally, in his night paintings Godly revels in the theatrical nature of the mountains, lacing
the thick paint with fear and danger. The forms in these paintings are less obvious, the
heavy impasto now appears to weigh the canvas down, it is only through Godly’s knowledge
and understanding of his environment that we can see the mountainous forms in their
emotional state. With regard to this process, Godly says that “I’m really animalistic about
things. I study things very carefully and over and over again, it’s the only way to get closer to
an essence.”
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“I think the search for the essence is an eternal search,” Godly says, “…maybe it is also the
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Because Godly is constantly driving toward the essence of nature, he creates pictures of
purity. He is drawn to the mountains, faithful to them because of their indestructibility,
which translates into a purity of vision, depicting what is true and eternal. Being so true to
nature gives his work a tangible quality; the ridges are deeply felt, the drops are sheer, the
paint falls from the canvas, Godly breaks the boundary between object and viewer, letting it
burst into the physical space of the gallery.
The pandemic has solidified his devotion to the mountains, convinced of their necessity. “I
made a break and I took time to think deeply about our world, our society, the politicians…
how humans destroy our planet. In these difficult times people are longing for real things.”
In contrast to politicians, Godly suggests, a mountain is always true to you, eternally,
indestructibly.
is the epitome of Godly’s work, to witness it is to come into close contact
with the mountains of memory, tangible and pure, representing nothing more real than the
essence.
Godly is in the collections of the Swiss National Bank, Switzerland, the UBS Bank,
Switzerland, Credit Suisse, Switzerland, Julius Bär Bank, Switzerland, DAROS collection,
Switzerland, and the GKB (Bank Carton of Grisons), Switzerland.
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“The beauty of nature is unsurpassable. Nature is the essence,
the source and the inspiration to create.” – Conrad Jon Godly.
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b. 1962- Davos, Switzerland
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Madulain, Madulain, Switzerland
DARK IS LIGHT, Gallery Shibunkaku,
Kyoto, Japan
TEN YEARS AFTER, Tony Wuethrich
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Gallery, London, UK
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VIEWPOINT, Gallery Luciano Fasciati,
Chur, Switzerland
MASSIVE, FS. ART, Berlin, Germany
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ART STAGE SINGAPORE, Gallery
Shibunkaku, Singapore

2015

ART TAIPEI, Gallery Shibunkaku,
Taipei, Taiwan
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KOREAN INTERNATIONAL ART FAIR,
Gallery Shibunkaku, Seoul, South
Korea
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CONRAD JON GODLY, WORKS + -,
Revolver Publishing Berlin, Berlin,
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